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NO-TILL MECHANICAL 
DIRECT SEEDEREva

Eva No-Till Mechanical Direct Seeder is trailed sowing machine which can plant seeds of all kinds of grains and all kinds of fertilizer 
precisely and properly on cultivated, semi-cultivated or uncultivated soils. It is manufactured as 14,18,21 and 29 rows. Thanks to its 
functionality to work under heavy soil conditions, it can sow seeds in all sizes precisely. The machine which is adjusted easily and 
has a strong structure, sows properly under all kinds of soil and land conditions. Thanks to its towed-structure, it does not need 
much power from your tractor.

Eva operates in the field by opening the seedbed through a set of notched cutter disc and plain disc, with these special design 
seeding rows, the seed and fertilizer is placed at the correct depth. Afterward, seed bed is compacted through the pressure wheels 
which is rims are casting. The mechanism for depth control and precision has been designed hydraulically like our Lina Seeders. 
The enlarged disc tine has internal scraper and pressure wheels have external scrapers that keeps the them clean.  This permits 
the drill to work even in the wettest conditions.

Both seed and fertilizer rate adjustment are done by changing the axle speed steplessly with the gearbox. Drive is supplied by the 
land wheel. Additionally, we are offering End tow (transport system on road) to easy carrying of the machine.

 TECHNICAL FEATURES UNIT
MODEL

EVA 14 EVA 18 EVA 21 EVA 29

Number of Rows qty 14 18 21 29

Working Width mm 2000 2500 3000 4000

Row Distance cm 14 14 14 14

Seed Hopper Capacity lt 600 730 880 1150

Length mm 3900 3900 3900 3900

Height mm 2000 2000 2000 2000

Width mm 3300 3800 4200 5200

Tyre Size inch 10.75/15.3 10.75/15.3 10.75/15.3 10.75/15.3

Weight kg 2200 2600 3100 4100

Required Power hp 110+ 120+ 130+ 170+

On-Road Transport System Hydraulic Tramline Electronic Tramline Digital Decarmeter Traffic Set


